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WireCrafters	
  Takes	
  Machine	
  Guarding	
  to	
  Vegas	
  
FABTECH, North America’s largest metal forming, fabricating, welding, and finishing event, heads to
the Las Vegas Convention Center November 12-15, 2012.
If your job requires you to look for
new ways to work smarter,
operate leaner, and boost
productivity, then you and your
team need to attend FABTECH.
Make plans now to attend your
industry’s main event and you’ll
find WireCrafters products,
resources, and ideas to
strengthen your business and
achieve your manufacturing
goals.

Come	
  See	
  WireCrafters	
  RapidWire™	
  at	
  Booth	
  N	
  1824	
  
WireCrafters will be displaying our machine guarding that is used around packaging areas, robotic
work cells, and other active machines in Booth N 1824. The RapidWire™ welded wire machine
guard system utilizes a modular design which allows for combinations of standard parts to meet your
specific requirements. The machine guarding system’s three basic components – framed panels,
posts, and a wide variety of door styles – provide the flexibility to design and install any type of
machine guarding required to make your robotic cell safe to use. WireCrafters can tailor-make a
machine guarding system that meets your rigorous safety standards.
Also, before you leave for Vegas, be sure to download our new WireCrafters iPhone app for access to
all of our product resources and
documents, quick and easy quote
forms, and special features specifically
aimed at our Dealers!

WireCrafters	
  Machine	
  Guarding	
  –	
  The	
  
Smart	
  Choice	
  
WireCrafters machine guarding comes
in two different styles. The traditional
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physical barrier woven wire style machine guarding and the RapidWire™ welded wire machine
guarding. Both machine guarding systems utilize black powder coated panels and yellow powder
coated posts.
WireCrafters carries standard panels, posts, and doors in stock for immediate shipping and can
custom build machine guarding configurations to meet your exact specifications. We can equip your
door with a custom lock, such as a Fortress Interlock, or prep the door for using the third-party lock of
your choice.

Safety,	
  Security,	
  and	
  Separation	
  
WireCrafters machine guards are a simple, effective way to protect personnel from the dangers posed
by automated equipment. These physical barriers are a strong, reliable, and economical solution to
plant safety needs, and double as a safety net by containing objects ejected by a malfunctioning
robot.
The machine guarding system’s versatility allows easy integration of access doors or materialhandling openings with system controls. Unlike hi-tech, powered safety devices, our machine
guarding is always on duty – unaffected by power outages or electrical problems.
Come check out WireCrafters at FABTECH 2012 in Las Vegas in Booth N 1824!
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